
Reduce Asset Downtime 

by 70% with

Acuvate’s Intelligent Asset 

Management Solution



Stock delays, overpaying, and mismanagement lead to dissatisfaction and loss of customers. The company's 

reputation is affected, and employee productivity also takes a toll.

The scenarios are disturbing. Poor asset visibility, misalignment with business goals, bad replacement decisions, 

and dependency on human intervention will only add to your troubles.

The absence of proper asset tracking is an open invitation to accidents. You need the right solutions to achieve peak 

asset performance and save operational costs.

According to Asset Infinity, overstocks are responsible for 3.2 % in lost revenue for the average retailer, and out-of-

stocks count for 4.1%

of employees waste half an hour daily and one full working day every three weeks 

tracking asset information

of businesses fail to track assets and inventory.

80%

43%

of trade persons have been affected by asset theft over the past two years33%

of equipment maintenance is reactive80%

Do better with Acuvate’s 
Intelligent Asset 
Management solution

Acuvate's IoT- enabled innovative asset management 

supports businesses across verticals in staying up-to-

date on their assets, recovery, and maintenance and 

effectively measuring risk and compliance.

It is designed to help establish a replenishment system 

and interpret asset usage and condition.

Retrieve asset information in a single click. Evaluate 

asset health indicators and associated risks. Get 

recommendations for improving asset health. Boost 

team productivity with robust automation capabilities.

https://gocodes.com/asset-management-statistics/


Acuvate leverages the power of automated reporting, 

predictive analytics, machine learning, and IoT to offer 

end-to-end asset management solutions.

It collects data through sensors and transmits it 

through the cloud to maintain a clear and transparent 

record of assets across the organization.

Acuvate’s AI, IoT, and robust data management 

capabilities boost organizational strength and 

optimize profit generation across the asset lifecycle.

Acuvate's solutions can streamline asset 

management across manufacturing, construction, 

education, logistics, healthcare, agriculture, and law 

enforcement industries.

Acuvate's Smart Asset Management - an 
intelligent, Cloud- and IoT-based, cost-efficient 
solution - carves avenues for improving asset 
lifecycle and planning backup measures.

All with Acuvate

Behind-the-Scenes of Acuvate Empowering 

Smooth Asset Management

IoT-based sensors to track 
data on asset 

performance and location

100% availability of assets and 
monitoring key performance 
parameters. Thus, reducing 

downtime and improving OEE 
(Overall Equipment 

Effectiveness)

Automated usage hour tracking, 
routines, and energy consumption 

and tapping threshold values of 
critical assets with acceleration 

sensors

Automated tracking and 
reporting of assets & material 
flow, tracking locations, and 

fixing hidden losses and 
roadblocks.

A streamlined end-to-end 
process with insights on 
asset status, health, and 
other parameters with a 

centralized system

Acuvate's Smart Asset Management accelerates operational efficiency, reduces errors, and boosts team morale and 

bandwidth with robust automation.



Let numbers do the talking
Automating end-to-end processes, using predictive maintenance sensors to track data performance, and staying alert on 

inventory stocks and replenishment to avoid out-of-stock situations are some things Acuvate is adept and expert at.

Increase 

operational 

efficiency by 

20%

Expand resource 

availability by 

25%

Keep a check on 

data breaches

Identify growth 

opportunities by 

leveraging a 

responsive and 

smart ecosystem

Gain better control 

of your asset 

lifecycle and adhere 

to safety and 

compliance check

Automate repair 

operations and 

reduce unscheduled 

downtime by 

60-70%

Acuvate’s Smart Asset Management: An all-in-one 
solution for your needs

Achieve all of this and more in real-time.

Simplified asset tracking and monitoring Optimized repair and replacement

Automated asset flow tracking Improved device efficiency and reduced 

dependency on human intervention
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Why choose Acuvate for seamless asset management
Acuvate's IoT-based asset management solution is designed to transform workflows and build a single cohesive view

of distributed assets. With a decade and a half of experience in cutting-edge technologies like AI and IoT and data and

analytics, Acuvate helps organizations quickly solve asset management problems.

Acuvate has helped leading organizations across the US, Europe, and Asia reduce OPEX and CAPEX with predictive 

maintenance and optimal asset utilization.

Overcome inventory management issues, reduce dependency on human labor, and boost productivity hassle-free. All

of this, with minimized costs, meaningful insights, easy-to-use dashboards, and real-time reporting.

Your assets deserve the best. So take the first step towards increasing their lifecycle and leveraging their true potential.

Connect with our experts to find out how.

https://acuvate.com/
mailto:info@acuvate.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/acuvate/mycompany/
https://www.youtube.com/c/Acuvatesoftwarehq
https://twitter.com/Acuvate
https://www.instagram.com/acuvate/
https://www.facebook.com/AcuvateSoftware
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